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Mission Statement 
To enhance the delivery of a professional Violence Reduction & Security Management Network  service for the 
benefit of NHS staff, patients and assets through the sharing of experience, knowledge, innovation and ongoing 
best practice; and by working with professional bodies and individuals to address specific priorities and matters of 
concern identified by individual Network Members. 
 

Terms of Reference 
To influence national policy through partnership working with national organisations, professional bodies and 
individuals. 
 

To support the achievement of improved performance and value for money at local level by sharing professional 
knowledge, information, local innovations, and good practices. 
 

To support the achievement of improved performance and value for money at local level through liaison with 
government, public and private organisations, e.g., NHS England, Police, etc., as appropriate to member-
identified needs. 
 

To assist members in fulfilling statutory and professional obligations; in particular, to maintain consistency of   
audit and measurable good practice following the demise of NHS Protect. 
 

To deliver against an Agenda identified by members according to specific, clearly-identified needs. 
 

To share documents via the NPAG Member Database or ‘Library’, e.g., policies, guidance documents,                 
organisational details, cost saving initiatives, performance data, etc. 
 

To encourage members to network between meetings on matters of common interest. 
 

To identify learning and knowledge needs, including interpretation of government policy, guidance and              
intentions, and to identify and implement solutions, e.g., via involvement of guest speakers or by other relevant 
means. 

 Introduction 

This has been another good round for the group – despite the impacts of COVID-19, which members have adapted 
to very well. More details below. 
 

During the course of the round the group changed its name from the Security Network to the Violence Reduction & 
Security Management Network to reflect the publication of the ‘Violence Prevention and Reduction Standards’ 
 

Once again, I have been extremely impressed by the knowledge and expertise of members in this diverse and often 
challenging area. Members come from acute, community and mental health NHS trusts across the country and are 
always happy to both share their experiences and to seek assistance/advice from others when required 
 

During the round we have benefited from an excellent range of presentations, both form members themselves as 
well as from invited guests. Some of the topics covered are detailed in the report below. 
 

As well as the business undertaken at the meetings themselves members are also encouraged to use the Inter 
Meeting Email Discussions facility to raise questions and share information between meetings. All items are         
collated by the facilitator and shared with the whole at the following meeting – with those asking questions often 
getting responses the same day. Again, some of the topics covered are shown later in this report.   
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Chair’s View 
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It really is an excellent group – it would be great if you could join us. The first meeting of the next round will be 
held on Thursday 22 July 2021  and will be in virtual format via MS Teams. 
 

Dale Atkins 
NPAG Best Value Group Facilitator 

Violence Reduction & Security Management Network 2020-21 

This has been another busy and informative year for members of the NPAG Violence Reduction & Security      
Management Network.  
 

At a time when there is a lack of direction nationally regarding the Security Standards all NHS Providers have been 
used to working to, sharing of best practice and guidance and support from external subject matter experts has 
never been more valuable in supporting the security management function of all types of Trusts around the    
country. 
 

The effective management of security within a healthcare setting has its own particular requirements and         
constraints. At our quarterly meetings several important new initiatives have been presented and discussed. The 
Network has received valuable legal advice relating to various issues or challenges that can be presented to those 
who manage Security and security related data has been shared amongst the group. 
 

The group has reviewed and commented on the new Violence Prevention & Reduction standards recently       
published by NHS E/I, we have received expert input from the Health and Safety Executive, industry 
representatives, other NHS and non-NHS leaders in the field.  
 

All of this being complimented by the significant and wide-ranging knowledge and expertise of the members, 
coming from across the country, offering a greater range of sharing and learning than can be achieved with more 
localised networks. 
 

We have adapted well to the particular restrictions of the pandemic and our meetings this year have all been    
virtual, however we look forward to truly getting back together as a group as and when the regulations allow. 
 

I look forward to the next round of meetings and special thanks should go to Dale Atkins as group facilitator as 
well as everyone else at NPAG for smoothing the wheels and organising everything so well. 
 

Mike Craissati 
Chair 

Member Testimonials  

The following are extracts from member’s testimonials – past and present: 
“The NPAG Violence Reduction & Security Management Network is a great opportunity to keep up to date with 
relevant changes to practices and legislation that affects hospital security in light of the demise of NHS               
Protect.  We have had some really great external speakers and I have learned a lot from these and have been able 
to feed back a lot of information to my Trust following each meeting.” Facilities Manager/LSMS - St Helier         
University Hospitals NHS Trust 
 

“The NPAG group is a group of likeminded individuals from different organisations all who have similar issues / 
problems. Being a member of this group allows a forum in which to air issues / concerns and draw on the expertise 
of colleagues who may have already experienced that same issues and resolved it successfully. This type of        
information sharing is invaluable, it not only saves time and effort, but allows others in the forum to draw on that 
experience also.” Portering / Security Manager. The Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 
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The following meetings were held in this round: 
Meeting 1: Thursday 30 January 2020 – face to face 
Meeting 2: Thursday  11 June   2020  - smaller virtual 
Meeting 3: Wednesday 29 July 2020   - smaller virtual 
Meeting 4: Thursday 17 September 2020 - larger virtual 
Meeting 5: Thursday 10 December 2020 - larger virtual 
Meeting 6: Tuesday  23 February 2021 - smaller virtual 
Meeting 7: Thursday  22 April  2021 -  larger virtual 

Covid-19 Impact 

With the full effects of COVID-19 and the associated restrictions coming into play in late March 2020 it was      
necessary for NPAG and its groups to change the way they operated. With face-to-face meetings no longer being 
possible it was necessary for the meeting platform to change to a virtual one – in our case via Microsoft Teams. 
Whilst challenging, these virtual meetings appear to have worked well. As we go forward there will be discussions 
as to what mix of face-to-face v virtual meetings members would like. See meetings list above. 

Dissemination of  Information  

To ensure that the delegates feel able to discuss freely, the topic and key details are noted at meetings (unless 
the delegate requests that the information not be recorded). 
  
Presentations and additional documents from the meetings are uploaded to the members website which is      
password protected. Meeting minutes, agendas, presentations from meetings and shared documents are sent 
out via e-mail. 
  
Members are able to ask questions between the meetings via an e-mail service which is provided by NPAG – the 
NPAGNetwork. 
 

In addition to the NPAGNetwork members also have the opportunity to benefit from a facility known as - Inter 
Meeting Email Discussions - whereby any member can ask a question of (or share information with) the rest of 
group via the NPAG facilitator. The NPAG facilitator then sends this round to only members of this group.          
Responses go directly to the member who asked the question with responses being collated for group sharing. 
Often answers can be provided the same day!  Topics covered include:  
• Red Cards/ Banning Notices 
• RIPA + CCTV 
• VR Policy v Strategy 
• Qualifications / Training for LSMS Role 
• Electronic System re Patient / Found Property 
• Missing Patient Policy Lead 

Violence Reduction & Security Management Network 2020-21 

Meeting Dates and Formats 

“I have been a member of NPAG Violence Reduction & Security  Management Network for nearly 3 years now, I 
have always come away with useful information that I can utilise within my Service.  I have found this forum         
valuable in sharing good practice, in particular listening to some of the excellent guest speakers, who are also 
equally passionate about Security and raising awareness around the ever growing and changing risks of the          
industry.” Local Security Management Specialist, Serco Health 
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• LSMS Training 
• CCTV Video Redaction 
• Racial Abuse Resources 
• Pay Grade Review 
• Security & Missing Persons Policies 
• NEDS & LSMS 
• Building Security Assessment 
• Body Cams in ED/A&E 
 

Note – full details of the above (i.e. full questions and answers) can be obtained via NPAG HQ 

Violence Reduction & Security Management Network 2020-21 

Meeting Content / Topics 

This section is aimed at providing a flavour of the wide range of topics and discussions from the various 
meetings across the round. These are extracts only.  
 
At each of the meetings there is a set of regular agenda items, these being: i) ‘Inter Meeting Email                     
Discussions’ (as above)  ii) ‘Hot Topics Discussions    iii) ‘Market Place – Sharing Good Practice’. 
 
Standing Items – each meeting has had the following as fixed items on the agenda: 
 
#   Physical Security        #   Security Policies         #  Recruitment of Security Staff   
#   Police Liaison    #   Conflict Resolution    #  Legislation   

 
However -  for the final meeting of the round the following expanded checklist was produced by the chair. This 
will be used going forward into the new round and act as a checklist rather than a ‘must comment on’ list. 

 
 
COVID-19 – Updates / Impacts / Future Issues  
At each of the meetings since March 2020 - during the various stages of the COVID-19 outbreak – members 
were given the opportunity to share COVID specific issues, challenges, developments, etc. The following are 
some    selected anonymized extracts to provide a flavour of the discussions that have taken place during the 
round noting that the specific comments relate to the time of year and stage of the COVID outbreak: 
 

Physical Security Violence Reduction/Staff Safety 
• Policy Work • Policy Work 

• Legislation • Legislation 

• CCTV/Body Cameras • Assaults 

• Lockdown • Hate Crime 

• Thefts/ASB • PMVA/Restraint 

• Access Control • Panic & Static alarms 

• Security of assets • Lone Working Solutions 

• Lighting / Fencing • Application of sanctions 

• Manned Guarding • Conflict Resolution & safety training 

• Counter Terrorism   

• Working with police & CPS   

• FP10's, Medicines, Gases   

• Protecting estate & assets   
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Member A – Significant issue = theft  of PPE plus at adult site = theft of oxygen and nitrogen. Challenges re PPE 
for vulnerable staff. Issues re droplet v airborne PPE 
 
Member B - Busy from the start of the outbreak. Opened all ICU facilities. Theft of PPE less of an issue – mainly 
false recording. Challenge = how to manage/screen patients.  No looking at car park slows as more staff return. 
Quieter now re COVID. 
 
Member C - Spike in PPE theft in March. Spate of verbal abuse towards staff. Struggling with getting MAPA      
restraint training for staff. Have a risk issue for unions regarding patient safety v staff safety. Regarding           
temperature taking have written to HSE for further guidance. 
 
Member D - Additional security officer introduced at entrance. Reduced ID access to reduce risk of theft. Re    
oxygen tanks - looking at integrity of compound e.g. CCTV. Will be interesting to see what happens when        
hospital becomes colour zoned.  
 
Member E - Found issues regarding theft of PPE  - since tightened up. Increasing vigilance overcoming weeks. 
Have number of staff working off site so requires added risk assessment. Re oxygen have had a good look -     
hadn't been reviewed for 4 years! Also introducing a form 
 
Member F - Patients spitting and coughing at staff – who now wear visors. Increase in drug & alcohol           
attendances. PPE had been going missing but now all supplies have been centralised.  Re local Nightingale      
hospital – trust had been involved in setting this up and may well be looking to use parts of it before long.       
Currently COVID patients are located in one ward.      Being strict re no visitors without facemasks.   
 
Member G – employing 5 staff via the trust PFI provider (Compass) to undertake stewarding roles re COVID in 
the hospitals - role has now expanded to monitoring of masks, hand sanitisers, generally reassuring public etc.  – 
have had a very positive article in the local press help educate – has all worked very well and being extended 
until December – staff involved have worked outside NHS in general hospitality roles so used to public             
engagement. 
 
Member H - Looking at security issues relating to the storage and distribution of vaccines. Information coming 
out from CT regarding the potential terrorism / sabotage threat here. Currently looking at storage in out        
buildings but currently have very little security there. Re CT contact still awaiting specific guidance. 

 
Member I – Reported that his trust had an onsite swabbing cell but that there were certain people attending 
who had the clear intention of causing disruption – including taking videos of staff in an intimidating fashion.  
Currently looking to install additional CCTV in an attempt to mitigate this behaviour. Had anyone else              
experienced this? 
 
Member J - Looking at security issues relating to the storage and distribution of vaccines. Information coming 
out from CT regarding the potential terrorism / sabotage threat here. Currently looking at storage in out       
buildings but currently have very little security there. Re CT contact still awaiting specific guidance. 
 
Member K - raised concerns about staff being filmed by patients (or their relatives) in the patient’s   home.  
Noting that there can also be filming of patients / relatives (e.g. via CCTV) 
Member - had experienced similar but by law there was little that the trust could do. His trust had put in place 
an agreement by which the patient/relative would ask for staff permission. 
Member – also reported similar incidents. His trust has a ‘Code of Conduct’ leaflet that asks the patient to advise 
if filming was going to take place. 
Member– gets this a lot. Trust states that if the film is used for mis-communication (e.g. via social media) it will 
pursue the case on behalf of the member of staff. 

Violence Reduction & Security Management Network 2020-21 
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Member L - Trust has experienced an increase in aggressive behaviour relating to the ongoing trust policy being 
that of 1 parent allowed to visit 1 child whilst rest of society has been opening up with restrictions being lifted. 
Parents have been getting very frustrated. 
Member K – Reminded members of the email (and TikTok video) that he had sent round regarding disposable 
face masks and the ligature threat that they posed when the nylon is taken out. 

 
NOTE - for the new round COVID-19 will be removed as a main item and put as a ‘Standing Item’. 
 

HOT Topics Discussions 
The following are some selected anonymized extracts to provide a flavour of the discussions that have taken 
place during the round. Note-  the breadth of Hot Topics raised in this round has been much less than usual as 
the main Hot Topic has of course been COVID-19!  
 
Car Park Concessions 
Member A. “Has anyone started doing free concessions and free blue badge parking in response to the            
government announcement a few months ago, there's still no guidance so I'm not sure if we should now be doing 
it?” 
Responses: 
Member - yes, the trust is doing this – all night staff, cancer patients, etc 
 

Member - have got until end of January 2021 to complete. 
 

Member - have currently suspended all changes. Looking at ways to re-introduce. 
 

Member - change was due April 2020 but has dropped off the radar. Not going to change until Jan/Feb  2020 
 
Lone Working Policy - COVID working from home  
Member B.  “50%  of staff now working from home – e.g. HR, Finance, etc.  Looking for an appropriate ele-
ment to go into Lone Working Policy. Looking for ideas from others (e.g. re basic items such as keeping front 
doors locked)” 
Response: 
Member  -  referred to  a recent (March 2020) CPNI security guidance publication which Scott (and others) 
might find helpful here.  
 
Violence and Aggression in A&E 
Member C. “ Coming out of COVID, we are having a high number of violent and abusive incidents in A&E          
between our two main sites at South Tyneside and Sunderland and would like to discuss what others may have in 
place in terms of nursing staff wearing body worn cameras and security using arm and leg restraint equipment.”  
Responses: 
Member - leg & limb restraint not  in place at his trust. His concerns were around ‘reasonable force’ issues and 
what this could mean in practice. Initial 15 mins are key and can have adverse impact on respiratory issues.  
Need to rely on ‘civilian powers’. 
 

Member - using aerosol protective PPE if going into a restraint situation – however his local police are very      
responsive in these situations. Noted that in A&E there’s not always the opportunity to risk assess so how do we 
deal with difficult visitors. 
 

Member - had been approached by security contractor who was keen on using restraints but in his trust there 
had been a massive kickback from Safeguarding colleagues. 
 

Member - no physical restraint – will call police  in a restraint-required situation. Her local police are very good / 
very responsive. 

Violence Reduction & Security Management Network 2020-21 
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External Presentations – some examples from the round: 
 

• ‘Lone Working Policy’, Barbara Hockey, HSE Head of Vulnerable Workers Team 
 

• ‘Calla/Reveal Body Worn Cameras – inc Clinical Settings’, Marcus Slabbert, Business Development      
Manager (Acute) + Richard Hattam, BDM (Mental Health & Community), Reveal Media 

 

• ‘Delivering accurate security metrics to NHS stakeholders’, Mark Whittlesea, Product Manager, 
SmartCase 

 

• ‘An introduction to Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response (EPRR), including the                
management of concurrent incidents’, Alan Cain, Resilience Manager, NHS Greater Manchester Shared 
Services 

Note – full details of the above can be obtained via NPAG HQ 
 

Sharing Good Practice 
Here members are given the opportunity to share experiences / learning / project details / etc. with colleagues - 
some examples from the round: 
 

•  ‘Feedback and Learning from Live (Table-Top) Bomb Threat Exercise’, Scott, Member 
 

• ‘Security Risk Assessment Tool and Violence and Aggression Risk Assessment – inc HSE Inspection’, 
Glenn, Member 

 

• ‘Proposed Standards for Violence Reduction’, Mike, Member 
 

• ‘Implementing a Visitor System for Mental Health Wards’, Jayne, Member 
 

• ‘Local Developments at St Helens & Knowsley  – Joint Agreement On Offences Against Emergency   
Workers’ , Shaun, Member 

 Note – full details of the above can be obtained via NPAG HQ 
 

Documentation Shared during the Round 
A key part of the NPAG group membership is the sharing of documentation, ranging from national guidance to 
local exercise presentations – some examples from the round: 
 

• Violence Prevention and Reduction Standards 
• Surveillance Camera Policy & Procedures 
• Body Worn Video Policies 
• Staff Search Policies 
• Missing Persons Policies 
• Lockdown Policies 
• Smokefree Signage 
• Job Descriptions and Person Specifications (various) 
• Security Risk Assessment 
• Violence and Aggression Risk Assessment 
• Lone Working Policies 
• Guidance on the security and storage of medical gas cylinders 
• Offences Against Emergency Workers Crime Flow Chart 
• Contract for Care  Agreement 
• Datix Web Report 
• Security of Medical Gas Cylinders – Physical Security and Storage Checklist 
 

Violence Reduction & Security Management Network 2020-21 
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• User Guide -Issue-19- Security and Surveillance 
• NaCTSO Bomb Threats - part of Op Griffin 
• Suspect Package and Bomb Threat Exercise 2020 
• Note – full details of the above can be obtained via NPAG HQ 

Future Plans 2021-22 

As we move into the next round the Violence Reduction & Security Management Network will aim to build upon its 
past success. Agendas will continue to provide a valuable mix of invited/expert speakers along with good practice 
sharing by the members themselves – making full use of the great knowledge and experience that they bring to the 
sessions.  
 
Going forward, the group will continue to meet 4 times a year and these will be a combination of face-to-face and 
virtual sessions. 
 
As with all NPAG groups it will be the members themselves who will decide on the actual agenda content for each 
meeting and who the key speakers should be. 
‘Hot Topics’, ‘Inter Meeting Email Discussions’ and ‘Market Place Sharing Good Practice’ will continue to be regular 
items on the agenda. The expanded list of ‘Standing Items’ referred to above will also be a regular feature. 

Violence Reduction & Security Management Network 2020-21 

Group Membership for 2020-21 

Name Job Title Organisation 

Andy Kane 
Head of Fire, Security, Health and 
Safety 

South Tyneside and Sunderland NHS Foundation 
Trust 

Chris Stanley Risk Manager 
St Helens & Knowsley Teaching Hospitals NHS 
Trust 

Danny Gillan Head of Soft Facilities Management NHS Lothian 

Darren Roberts 
Portering & Security Operations Man-
ager 

The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust 

Dave Macbeth Fire & Security Advisor Northern Devon Healthcare Trust 

Duncan White OTC Site Manager Cambs Community Services 

Emma Norris Facilities Manager / LSMS Epsom & St Helier University Hospitals NHS Trust 

Gavin Pullen Head of Security and Parking North Bristol NHS Trust 

Glenn Mattinson Fire Safety and Security Manager. 
South Tyneside and Sunderland NHS Foundation 
Trust 

Ian Doutre 
Security Operational Manager & 
Training Lead 

Brighton & Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust 
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Jayne Freeman Risk & Security Manager Worcestershire Health Care NHS Trust 

Jim Charlton Fire & Safety Advisor 
South Tyneside and Sunderland NHS Foundation 
Trust 

Joseph Murray H&S + LSMS Merseycare NHS Trust 

Kerry-Ann Wheat Head of Security and Car Parking Manchester University NHS Foundation Trust 

Kerry Williams LSMS / Contract Manager Doncaster & Bassetlaw NHS Teaching Hospital 

Liam Cawston 
Portering & Security Services Manag-
er 

Queen Elizabeth Hospital 

Louise Sheldon Tabor LSMS Cambridge & Peterborough NHS Foundation Trust 

Mark Stoakes Security Manager University Hospitals of Derby and Burton NHS FT 

Martine Williams Facilities Manager - Operational 
The Robert Jones and Agnes Hunt Orthopaedic 
Hospital NHS FT 

Mick Brannen Portering / Security Manager LSMS 
The Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Founda-
tion Trust 

Mike Craissati 
H, S & Security Management Special-
ist 

Berkshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust 

Mike Nicoll Portering and Security Supervisor Royal Marsden Hospital 

Paul Sylvester LSMS George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust 

Rhys Jones TBC Manchester University NHS Foundation Trust 

Rob Ridge General Manager - FM University Hospitals of Derby and Burton NHS FT 

Roy Bright Head of Security Brighton & Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust 

Scott Heaton Security Manager Sheffield Children's NHS Foundation Trust 

Sean Boulton Operational Services Manager The Christie NHS Foundation Trust 

Shaun Bainbridge Security Advisor 
St Helens & Knowsley Teaching Hospitals NHS 
Trust 

Stacey Fuszard LSMS The Royal Free 

Tracy Higgins Health & Safety Advisor -LSMS Mid Yorkshire NHS Trust 
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Discounts and Offers  

CPD Certification 

The NPAG is a member of the CPD Certification Service. The Violence Reduction & Security Management        
Network has received CPD approval for 2021-22. 

CPD Certification is a formal recognition of the contribution that membership of the Violence Reduction and   
Security Management Network makes to members' continued professional/personal development.   

At the end of the annual round of meetings, members will receive certificates of attendance for all meetings 
attended during the year to evidence the contribution made as part of lifelong learning. 

NPAGNetwork  

The NPAGNetwork provides the facility for members to ask questions of any individuals, group or groups within 
the overall NPAG membership. Questions can be sent to the NPAGNetwork Coordinator who disseminates them 
across the NPAG membership. Responses are collated and returned to the originator and others who declare an 
interest in the question asked.  

NPAG Library 

The NPAG Library holds presentations from NPAG best value groups and conferences, together with policy and 
other documents sent in by members. Access to these items is via the NPAGNetwork Coordinator. 

NPAG Website 

The NPAG website includes a private members Area for each of the NPAG BVGs. Through these sites, BVG mem-
bers can access and download meeting agendas, minutes, presentations and survey forms. The areas are pass-
word protected. 

Members Referral Fee – Introduce a friend and get 1 meeting for free. 

A member referral resulting in another Trust / Organisation registering for full membership of the same group 
will result in the referring member qualifying for a one meeting discount. 

The discount applies to the full membership fee only (not applicable to the 2nd member rate). The discount will 
be applied once, at the start of the current meeting round. Mid round membership referral discounts will be 
processed at the start of the following year’s membership round.  

Multiple referrals will result in multiple discounts up to four referrals per meeting round.  

Second Club Membership - A 25% discount will be applied when an existing NPAG member joins an additional 
Group. This does not apply to the £295 second member rate. 

Introducing our Try Before You Buy option. Simply attend the first meeting of a group’s new round, see what it’s 
all about and if you decide it’s not for you walk away commitment free*. 

*Try before you buy option is available to new members only. New members must inform NPAG in writing that they wish to 
‘try before they buy’ prior to first meeting attendance. If the new member continues membership beyond the first meeting 
then the full group membership fee applies. 

Violence Reduction & Security Management Network 2020-21 
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 NPAG Best Value Groups 

The NPAG organises and facilitates a national network of Best Value Groups that enables members to share    
experience, identify good practice; innovation and information to assist individual managers develop their own 
service improvement action plans. 
 

For further information on the NPAG and our future activities, please contact Marie Cherry or Laura Howe by     
e-mail on:  
marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk 
Laura.howe@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk  
 

Some Group Testimonials… 
“Being a member of the Facilities South BVG has a really positive effect on my decision making. Managing a hos-
pital FM department can be really challenging and stressful at times so meeting up with a group of people who 
are in very similar situations and have the same issues to solve can only be a good thing – especially in these diffi-
cult times. It came as a shock to me last year to be voted in as vice-chair, but very rewarding too. When we meet 
the wealth of FM expertise in the room is vast and there is always someone able to support whatever issue or 
query a colleague may have. With the “on point” speakers at each meeting we are always one step ahead of 
change. I would highly recommend joining to all who manage an FM portfolio in the NHS.” Head of Facilities, 
UCLH, Facilities South BVG Member 2020-21 
 

“I LOVE being part of this group – it’s really opened up the arts and health network into something more like a 
team, our trust in each other, the sharing and ideas pooling that goes on, the mutual support during – and con-
tinuing – COVID and the security of knowing there are those out there going through the same issues, frustra-
tions and challenges and we have a safe space in which to share and support – great stuff.” Arts Programme 
Manager (Job Share), North Bristol NHS Trust, Member of the Arts, Heritage and Design Network 2020 
 

“We are certainly in a similar place and it was so helpful to hear from others earlier today. I have been somewhat 
left with this by our Procurement people! That’s why discussing with others provides such great support.  
Another NPAG success and in such challenging times too!“ Sustainability and Fleet Manager, Dorset Healthcare 
NHS Foundation Trust, Member of the NHS Sustainability Leads Network 2019-20 
 

“In an unprecedented year for Healthcare and its medical and technical challenges, the support and instant    
access to the very latest information from the NPAG Clinical Engineering best practice group has again been an 
invaluable resource to my department and the organisation.” Medical Engineering Services Manager, The 
Shrewsbury and Telford Hospital NHS Trust, Clinical Engineering North BVG Member 2020 
 
 

Arts, Heritage and Design in Hospitals NHS Car Parking and Travel Planning Network 

Clinical Engineering (North) BVG NHS Sustainability Leads Network 

Clinical Engineering (South) BVG NHS Transport and Logistics BPG 

Decontamination BVG Nursing and Temporary Staffing BVG 

Estates Services BVG Operating Theatres BM Group 

Facilities (North) BVG Resilience Development Network 

Facilities (South) BVG Telecoms 

Health Visiting and School Health Services DN Violence Reduction and Security Management  Network 

IT and Connectivity Network Waste Management BVG 

National District Nurses Network  

Violence Reduction & Security Management Network 2020-21 
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Available to all members of NPAG Benchmarking and Best Value Groups, and individual subscribers, the NPAG-
Network provides the facility for members to ask questions of any individuals, group or groups within the overall 
NPAG membership. 

The response to questions raised has been excellent. The NPAGNetwork provides a managed forum for col-
leagues to share information - saving time and money in not re-inventing the wheel! 

Questions raised in the past month have included the following topics: 

 Job descriptions and banding 
 Staff parking charges 
 Electric Vehicle (EV) charging 
 Disposal of ionisation smoke heads 
 HFSS food removal  
 Reporting pressure ulcers 
 DaVinchi Robot use 
 Pathology waste policy 
 Pool cars  
 Decontamination of portable medical equipment 
 Use of latex gloves 
 
For full details of how to use the NPAGNetwork, please contact the NPAG team via email:  
npagnetwork@npag.east.amb.nhs.uk 
 

Forthcoming NPAG Events 

Please visit www.npag.org.uk for all our current course, workshops, training & BVG meetings. 

Email: marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk  or laura.howe@npag.easstamb.nhs.uk  

Across 2021—Putting the Patient First Onsite Training Workshops 

14th September 2021—Clinical Engineering Conference 

19th October 2021—NDNN Conference 

24th March 2022—Theatres and Decontamination Conference  

Spring 2022 - Occupational Health Nursing Training Workshops  

Contact Us  

 

Phone: 01245 544600 

Email: npagnews@npag.eastamb.nhs uk  

East of England Ambulance Service 

NHS Trust 

Chelmsford Office, Hospital Approach 

Broomfield, Essex 

CM1 7WS 

Violence Reduction & Security Management Network 2020-21 
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REGISTRATION FORM 

 

 

Organisation 

Address  

Are you a member of another NPAG Networking Group?  (Please tick) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Name 

Job Title  

Email 

Special 

Requirements  

(Dietary / Access) 

Phone No. 

Twitter/LinkedIn  

Registrations  

Please send your completed registration form to:   

National Performance Advisory Group 

East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust 

Hospital Approach 

Broomfield, Chelmsford, Essex 

CM1 7WS  

Email: marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk   

Invoicing  

If the invoice address is different from that  

above please enter below: 

 

 

 

Member 1 for a £500 Fee (4 meetings) 
(x 2 MS Teams & x 2 F2F meetings)  Member 2 for a £295 Fee (4 meetings)  

REGISTRATION CONDITIONS:   

A VAT invoice will be issued.  VAT Registration No. 654 9195 01.  VAT applies to any NHS organisation outside England and to 
any non-NHS organisation.   
Payment is due on receipt of invoice.  DO NOT send payment in advance of receipt of invoice.  When invoice is received,    

payment should be made to ‘East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust.’ 

ALL cancellations must be in writing.  Cancellations received within 14 days of receipt of the registration form will receive a 

full refund.  After this date refunds cannot be made.  A substitute is acceptable. NPAG cannot be held responsible for any 

travel expenses or accommodation costs in the event of a cancellation or postponement of a meeting, workshop or an event. 

A 25% discount will be applied when an existing NPAG member joins an additional Group. This does not apply to the £295 

second member rate. 

I confirm that I have read and accept the above REGISTRATION CONDITIONS and would like to register as a member of the 
‘Violence Reduction & Security Management Network 2021-22’.  Please invoice me for payment . 
 

Authorisation Signature …………………………………………………  Purchase Order Number………….……………………………………
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